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To Dream of Manor No More
Julius Caesar
According to Caesars stage
manager Tiffany Morgan the special
effects made Caesar different from other
on March 2001 Julius Caesar opened plays presented by the college in the past
in Beaver Colleges Little Theatre under
Not only are we incorporating the
the direction of David l3assuk with dance standard light and sound we are also
choR ogr tphy met Pill and light cI using
to md intelligent or moving
reography hy Ia.n Rose The ii.ghts nt to ment.jon the
actors prepared from January video prjections
which
until opening night The per
have never been used by the
hrmance run was successful theatre before
with audiences tilling at least
When asked why he has made
half the house each perform
the chice of presenting
ance and several sold out
Julius Caesar in such an
shows unconventional style David
Bassuk points out the diffi
culties of defining the term
conventional style There
is no such thing as conven
What makes Caesar
so enticing Julius Caesar was
the first play to be per.
formed at the Shakespearean
Globe Theatre when it opened in 1599
The play appeals to great spectrum of
people because of the many different
themes it contains including political
drama and personal drama Caesar is
simply beautiful spectacle However
while the Little Theatres version of this
classic kept all of the plays essential ele
ments the setting costumes and effects
were radically different from the tradi
tional presentation of Shakespearean
plays
Piece of Beaver History
Andrew Flosage
Staff Writer
am sure you have all heard about Spring Fling weekend and all of the
events associated with it However am willing to bet money on the fact that not
nnny of you k.n .. cw the history of the weekend Who started it When Why As
staff writmr it is my job to delve into the iric.h heaver histiy mnd ie you .k.notv whit
ulD.S he.re it is
Spring Fling weekend came about because of leadership workshop in the
spring of 1989 that Karen Bragen Rossi 91 attended One of the main topics of
this workshop was to think of ways to get the campus more excited and involved
way to combat apathy on campus There were three people who planned and imple
mented the very first Spring Fling weekend back in 1989 and Karen was one
of
them She told me that the first Spring Fling activities were the lip sync contest on
Thursday night carnivalhike event on Friday afternoon and Woodstock on
Saturday At the carnival that first year they had
about eight different events and
activities including tiedying and EJ Interestingly enough these are the very
same activities and events that the current Spring Fling offers Well with few
minor adjustments
In the two years that followed Karen was the only member of the original
team left and she was able to get more clubs and organizations on campus involved
The new involvement sparked more activities and games making 990 the first year
they had Moonwalk and an outdoor movie
When Karen graduated in 1991 she had no idea that Spring Fling would
carry on for what is now the twelfth year She and the other two members of that first
planning committee left behind tradition at Beaver that will probably never
disappear Spring Fling is fun for everyone
and each year it just keeps getting better
and better
37th Annual International Collegiate Competition
Sharone Lewis
Staff Writer
on April and Beaver College participated in the 37th Annual International
Collegiate Business Strategy Competition in San Diego California The University of San
Diego School of Business Administration and the San Jose University College of Business
hosted this event
The 30 college/university teams consisted of fourmemhers each They competed
for first second and third place trophies while demonstrating their methods to operating
profitable business They won second runner up
Team performances werejudged 50 percent on quantitative measures such as total
company equity net income stock price and market share The remaining 50 percent were
judged by qualitative measures like goals and objectives strategic business plans effective
marketing strategy and implementation
and professional board meeting presentation
Beaver College was represented by two traditional students and two
nontraditional i.e continuing education students during this exciting activity
Mr William Pellicciotti VP Finance
Ms Kristine Carroll VP Operations/Productions
Ms Sharone Lewis VP Marketing
Ms Kathleen Campbell President CEO
This dynamic team formed simulated profitable company named SBK2 Inc
which manufactures and markets the ESI Scooter premium and quality product
Congratulations to all who participated in the 37th Annual Collegiate Competition
April 2001 Beaver College Glenside
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Kate Bolmarcich covering upon your return
that youve oncampus living This opportunity bring lighting equipment lamps and light
Staff Writer
locked yourself out This will not be involves keeping the common areas of the bulbs as well as personal kitchen needs
science fictionlike dream come August apartment clean and personal preparation such as pots pans and silverware In
Imagine walking through the
when Beaver Manor opens its doors to of meals students living in the apartments addition each apartment has an air condi
front door of your residence hall room
apartment-style living forjuniors and sen-
need not be on meal plan but the option tioner and the laundry room is located on
only to discover that its dimensions are
as well as few graduate students of being on one is still available the first floor the price of doing laundry is
much wider than that of the typical living
had the chance to speak to inclusive within the apartments not yet known due to different company
space you would find in Dilworth Heinz
Larry Davis the Assistant Director of besides kitchen and bathroom arc liv providing the eqwpment The Manor has
or perhaps even Knight You are
Residence Life the other day to gain more ing room and bedrooms Major apph an attached parking lot and should the lot
immersed within the large living room insight
into the apartments Larrys view ances will be available for the kitchen
and be full when one drives in one will need
and when you enter your olfactory mech
of the Manor revolves around it being an bedrooms will contain the same furniture to park in any of the student lots on earn
anisms sense the aroma of pasta from the opportunity
for the University to provide as do the residence hall rooms couch pus Manor residents will receive spe
nearby kitchen No more walking down
students with the appeal of offcampus and coffee table furnish the living room
the hall to the common bathroom and dis hiving while maintaining
the advantages of Students will however be required to
Manor Contd on Page
Jenny atnovsky
Staff Writer
tional style with play 400 years old
Which convention The 1600s way of
doing the play or the 1900s way of doing
the play We are in the midst of an era that
foolishly considers that there is right
way to do classic What makes Julius
Caesar classic is that it can he reinter
preted by each new era that embraces it
Bassuks version keeps the play om
Rome hut it is Cyher..Rome
Caesar Contd on Page
The Tower Beaver College
Running with the Wind
Lindsay Rollo
Staff Writer
as captains First time players include Carrie
Sherer Katie Bradley Liz Aaron and Veronica
Donaghy
Go
Money should not be problem because to
study abroad is the same price as it is to study
at Beaver The only difference is spending
money air fair and travel costs during breaks
If money is problem explore extra
scholarship options Check the Internet frr
scholarships
So you are wondering why you should
study abroad To go or not to go that is the
question Spending semester or even year
away from all things familiar is highly
personal and sometimes difficult choice for
student to make To make your decision easier
start planning as early as feasible and he
informed of all options and possibilities
Ask your advisor professors and other
students in your major about studying abroad
Some questions to ask When is the best time to
go What places offer the best options for my
major What core requirements can take
abroad instead of major requirements Is
summer abroad better option for me
Make an appointment with Jan Finn in the
office of International Services in Taylor Flail
Her phone number is 215-572-2867 Talk to
May Off Campus Events
Aurora Sanchez
Staff Writer
This month there are many events that are going on in the area that deal with the cultuial and
literary aspects of society At the African American Museum in Philadelphia there is currently an exhibit
being show titled Once We Were Americans The works are done by Max Belcher and are the captured
images of black Americans who emigrated The museum is located on 7th and Arch Street for further infor
mation call 215-574-0380 The Max Belcher exhibit runs until September 16
At the James Michener Art Museum there is currently showing by photographer Alfred
Stieglitz The showing is called The Photography of Alfred Stieglitz Georgia OKeefes Enduring Legacy
Alfred Stieglitz was husband to OKeefe and therefore through this exhibit shows an inside look into the life
that OKeefe had The exhibit runs until May 20 The museum is located in Doylestown at 138 Pine Street
for more information call 215-340-9800 The museum is open lOam-4 3Opm Tuesdays through Fridays and
lOam-Spm Saturdays and Sundays The cost is $5 but students with ID only pay $1.50
At the Allentown Art Museum there is an exhibit by Mary Frank The exhibit is from the
Neuherger Museum of Art The museum is located on Fifth Street and Court Road and the phone number is
810-432-4333 The museum cost is $4 general admission and $2 for students There are also many
interesting places to visit in the area The Edgar Allen Poe House located on 7th and Spring Garden St in
Philadelphia 215-597-8780 Another famous house in the area is the Pearl Buck House In the house there
is display of Nobel Prizes and Pulitzer Prizes that were awarded The museum is located in Hilitown
Township at 520 Dublin Road The phone number is 800-220-2825 the entrance price for the museum is $6




So Much Time So Little To Do..
Steph String
Staff Writer
Strike that Reverse it honestly do not know how to explain my
satisfaction with my decision to study abroad have only been in
Australia month and can not even begin to write about all the new and
exciting things have done have been hiking in Noosa National Park
gone jet skiing and water skiing and gone to surf camp for Weekend
have also held koala bear and touched kangaroo Words and pictures
can not describe the breathtaking sites have seen such as the Great Ocean
Road the sunrise on the ocean at Byron Bay shooting star while sitting
on the beach at night and much much more It is amazing here
When decided to study abroad one of my main concerns was
being away from friends and family for so long but everyone told me that
my time here would pass by very quickly did not believe them until
got here am honestly too busy getting to know people both American
and Australian to get homesick and every day holds new adventure It
truly is life enriching experience of self-discovery and self-enhancement
and as result of this experience my perspective on life has already
changed great deal Living in Australia has made me aware of the
limitless possibilities and endless opportunities that the future holds
At this time last year was on the London Preview trip and
would have laughed out loud if someone had tried to tell me that would
be in Australia year later However am here and constantly stop and
ask myself How did get here and What did do to deserve all of
this feel so incredibly lucky to be here and yet at the same time have
realized that this is where am supposed to be at this point in my life and
love it
My final advice to all of you at Beaver is this If even the
smallest part of you thinks that you might want to study abroad GO FOR
IT It truly is the opportunity of lifetime and know you wont regret it
See you in the fall
Kate Bolmarcich
Staff Writer
You see them running about on the
Kuch field one moment and then the next
you observe legs stretching Finally the show
begins with passing drills and attempts at per
fect scoring Women run about with sticks
and ball flies through the air I3AM One
stick tries to knock the ball from the other
You have experienced the wonder of lacrosse
practice that occurs often these days on the
field once used for soccer
The field hockey coach Laura Ann
Lane goes about directing the lacrosse team
Joining her as an assistant coach is first year
physical therapy graduate student Kat Hoff
The team as of April 2nd had four wins
three losses overall along with PAC record
of to The trio of Katie Gallen Chris
McDonough and Maura Richie lead the team
The Beaver College Baseball team is off to great start with 10-
overall record and 3-3 Pennsylvania Athletic Conference record The
Knights started the season with spring trip to Myrtle Beach South
Carolina and played teams in Virginia and Washington D.C on the way
home Leading the way for the team offensively is Bart Hotchkin grad
uate student with .537 batting average and five home runs Chris Grubb
senior co-captain has .422 hatting average with seven doubles On the
hill junior Kevin Woodbridge leads the team with three wins Sophomore
Malt Melcher and senior co-captain Dave LeGacy have together pitched
56% of the total innings played so far this season
While the Knights do not have field on campus they would love
for as many supporters as possible to attend their games and cheer them on
to the playoffs Directions to their home field Hostelley Field in North
Gwynned can be found in the lower lobby of the Kuch Center The
Knights would like to thank their regular fans and ask them to bring some
one new each game Concessions are sold
spoke with Carrie the other day
about her personal lacrosse experience and
she believes that the team is strong overall in
terms of getting the game going and goals
scored Also very noteworthy is the teams
support for its members and the knowledge
that they have buddies on the team to cheer
them on Each team member has buddy for
whom they offer encouragement and general
support Carrie noted that not much conflict
exists within the team
As for herself Carrie holds the goals
of scoring more and maintaining the good
relations she has build with her teammates
Games following this issue are the
PAC semifinals April 25th and the PAC finals
April 28th
her about the options that you have explored
and what her opinion is on your choices Find
out when you need to apply if you decide to
go abroad and what prerequisites you need
Talk to your financial providers parents
guardians or others about what you have
found through your research See what they
think about you going away for semester or
year
Ten Steps to Studying Abroad
Do some research Go online to
www.Beaver.edu/cea Check out your options
all that Beaver the Center for Education
Abroad CEA and other schools have to offer
Start saving money as early as possible even
if there is only remote possibility that you are
going to study abroad Incidentals add up
quickly abroad and often you cannot work
when you are in another country
Make decision based on what you have
found through research and conversations
Do not let anyone sway you either way just
because they think it is what is best for you
Do what you think is best for you
Apply
Start planning for needs early even if you
are not sure about acceptance Remember
you can only bring so much to country and
they do have stores there Find out as much
as possible about life in that country and cul
ture Leave travel plans until you are sure




April 29 Alumni-Senior Open House
April 30 Last Day of Classes Finals Fling
With Steven Kellogg
May 1-8 Finals Good Luck
May Time to Move Out
May 18 Commencement
Films In Stiteler
April 28 29 -Vertical Limits
The Staff of Tiie Twer
wIs lies
everJone at Beaver
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In response to last months article concerning
safety on campus an interview was conducted
with Jim Bonner Director of Public Saftey
While he feels thatBeaver is particularly safe
campus he wanted to let you know of some
ways in which you can help protect yourself
and inform you about some services that the
department offers for your safety
First Bonner reminds us that safety
on campus is community effort While the
officers do their best to ensure that Beaver
maintains its low crime record for published
statistics of crime on campus you can consult
the Safety and Security pamphlet which is
available through the department of public
safety safety on campus requires vigilance on
the part of the students as well as the officers
Watch for people aimlessly wandering through
campus if some thing look suspicious do not
hesitate to report it to the department of public
safety When traveling around campus at
night always try to walk in pairs
if you are
alone at nightand do not feel safe call public
safety at extension 2800 Remember to stay in
lighted areas after dark and avoid walking
near shrubbery which may conceal an attack
er Common sense should guide your actions
There is no need for over- vigilance or excess
caution but do he aware of the potential for
danger
Second the public safet officers are
examining new ways to bring greater safety to
Julie Strange
Assistant to the Editor
Since this is the last issue of the
Beaver College Tower and the culmina
tion of my first year here was going to
reflect on it well it is called Strange
Reflections after all However fig
ured it would be more helpful to the
campus if wrote on the importance of
balance in your life rather than year in
the life of moi
If you have ever come to me
with problem depending on the topic
youve probably heard me talk about
balance am firm believer in that
elusive and somewhat new-agey term
believe that the key to the universe is
balance And along those lines we as
humans can not survive without it the
balance between work school friends
family relationships and the time it
takes to take care of yourself am not
talking about primping time am talk
ing about that time we all need to bond
with ourselves relax and be human
beings rather than human doings
The human body all aspects of
both the mental and physical being need
to be in balance The physical body if
not properly watered fed allowed to
rest and given exercise will affect the
mental being and vise versa When am
sick and my mentality is one of blah
ness do not want to do anything
except sleep all day
and do not really
care if anything gets done or not an all
around bad state to be in On the other
hand if for some reason am not in tip
top mental shape find have no ener
gy and my defenses are down so am
more subject to catch whatever cold
comes trotting down the road On the
larger scale of balance and in my opin
ion the harder stuff tofigure out is
work school friends family relation
ships activities and me-time
would love to say that have
found and can maintain that balance all
the time but cant am procrastina
their valuables in












see that an attentive office of public safety is at
work In the meantime however Bonner
reminds you to take extra effort to safeguard your
car Be sure that doors are locked windows are
rolled up and valuables including CD play
ers and cell phones are hidden and out of sight of
potential thieves
For emergencies on campus you are
reminded to dial extension 2999 to get in touch
with the office of public safety for non-emer
gency basis the number is extension 2800 Off
campus the phone number is 215-572-2800
With the help of the Beaver College communi
ty the office of public safety hopes to keep crime
at bay here on campus Public safety helps every
one the officers remind us hut everyone has to
help
tor as many of you are and sometimes
depending on when layout for the Tower is
due or how much research still have left to
do you might catch glimpse of me as run
past you trying to get it all done or you might
glance online and see that my away message
completely incoherent because cant seem to
hit the right keys when am in rush
That is true for lot of what do If
am in rush mistakes are made more often
or will just completely forget to do things
Unfortunately know am not alone lot of
you know all too well what am talking
about Not just my work balance but
somehow this semester lost my me bal
ance wasnt writing as much which
blame on the procrastination of my school
work and was suddenly unable to fit in or
motivate myself enough to fit in my exercise
time Add that in with my profound inability
to say no to chocolate chip cookies or
chocolate covered pretzels and POOF
Freshman 15
In the last two weeks however
somehow was able to recover some of my
inner balance if not my ability to finish my
work ahead of time instead of barely on time
have started to dance again which does
incredible things for my soul and my mind
including great stress relief am frequent
ing my little spot by the creek little more
now that the weather is nice because the
sound of nature no matter how tree
hugger-esque you may think it is always
relaxes me Also have begun to make use of
the fabulous people we have at our disposal
down in the counseling center am aware that
there are many of you who think
Counseling dont need it Im not crazy
Well believe it or not you dont have to be
crazy to go talk to someone It is incredibly
freeing and relaxing to have someone to talk
to who actually cares and takes an interest in
what you are saying and who will offer feed
back if you so wish sometimes feel bad
talking to my friends about stuff that bothers
me cause they have problems of their own
But recently with few minor exceptions
Reflections Contd on Page
TaRa Redavid
Staff Writer
am sure some of you have seen
flyers around campus advertising punk
hardcore and erno shows at Spankys
am also quite certain most of you glanced
over them along with the 95 million fly
ers that plead for your attention on the
10000 bulletins boards on campus You
may have also seen flyers for Elcys cof
fee house at the Glenside train station
and placed it in your memory bank for
later Well this article is quick reminder
for you to do otherwise Instead of sitting
in your room looking at websites and
wishing you were elsewhere. get up and
do go
Elcys Coffeehouse hosts vari
ous acoustic acts few nights week
displays local art work and serves some
really good desserts Plus for all of you
hip but poor college students-their
lattes and cappuccinos are ten times bet
ter then Starbucks and about that much
cheaper They also host open mic nights
so if you have always dreamed of being
beatnik maybe this is your chance
Owner Elcy/Lisa is actually Beaver
College Graduate so make sure to sup
port your alumni You know me.. full of
school spirit
Ok maybe not-but she is really
nice and her hot choloclate is the best in
the area
Now for those interested in
hardcore punk emo indie ska etc. .i
know you must have been complaining
about the state of the current scene
Shut up and support it
Erin Holm
Editor
When eating in the dining hall
frequently take look at what is being offered
at Pangeos the station at the far end of the
dining hall where different ethnic foods are
served each day of the week However am
more likely to go over and see what is being
offered when Emory Jackson is working
behind the table He is very
friendly and always has
smile on his face It is more
pleas urable to wait in the
Pangeos line and the line is
usually shorter if Emory is
working thought it wou
be interesting to find out
more about this man other
than the fact that he makes
tasty meals
Emory Jackson was born in North
Carolina but raised in Philadelphia
Pennsylvania He graduated from South
Philadelphia High School in 1981 and
completed Welding School in 1984 Emory is
number seven in family of 14 children
Mr Jackson has been with Dining
Services for three years His current title here
at Beaver is Pangeos Cook however Emory
held supervising positioii in The Chat in
For those of you interested in
pizza arcade games and pool please
quit whining We found the perfect
solution to your problem One Saturday
month Spankys hosts all-ages ROCK
shows They range from $5-$7 and all
shows run from 630- 1000 While you
are there you can enjoy full large
cheese pie for five Yes five dollars
Now being pizza connoisseur can
tell you this is the best pizza you will
find for miles Sure its not New York
but its good The next show is April
21st with Blind Luck Music Nevers
Promise Live for Today and
Bootsnatch However dont wait until
then to go and try out the food and the
video games They also serve lunch and
breakfast at student friendly prices So
next time you want to moan about hav
ing nowhere to go get on the 22 Bus
you get it outside Michaels Diner
and ride it for two minutes down the
road or get in your car and drive for
about minute and half If
your
feel
ing fat and want to work it off walk the
10 minutes to Spankys or stop at the
coffee shop
Spankys





1999 When asked him if he enjoys his
joh he replied Yes the experience has
been great asked Emory what his
favorite part of this work is and he said
The preparing and cooking of Pangeos and
the lovely smiles receive from the students
and faculty When asked what his least
favorite part of his experience has been he
replied The lack of communication
between faculty and staff
mory has previously been
he Chart House Meat
Cutter and First Cook at
the Oyster Bar in Radnor
Pennsylvania His non-
food related jobs have
ncluded working in secu
rity telemarketing and
auto mechanics Emory is
also singer and song
writer He sings mostly ballads with some
up-tempo stuff
asked Emoiyhow he feels about
the name change He thinks that it is good
idea He said Its bold step in the right
direction for these changing times
Now that you know little more
about Emory Jackson stop by Pangeos and
say hi If youre having bad day his smile
is likely to cheer you up and if his smile
doesnt the food will
Saftey Revisited




Mexico/Caribbean $300 Round Trip pius tax
Europe $179 one way plus tax




The Underground Comes to Glenside
Strange Reflections
Face Behind Pangeos
The Tower Beaver College 25 April 2001
Beaver BoB
Staff Writer
Most students at Beaver College are
required to participate in an internship in either
their junior or senior year
WhUe most students
were busy interning wilh the popular places such
as hospitals accounling firms and radio stations
one student was lultilling dream Chris Ubbens
had aiway d.reamed of being part
.NatOflEii Football .i.eaue and .ir the
beginning of July 2000 he got his
ch.ancc.A ithough his visiOn \\ fl
day p.Lry in the .NIFL it was .his fiirn
.niakirg ab ity tliat m.ade his dreani
c0.me true he dream became reality
when he flrst walked into Veerans
Stadium and learned what he would lie
doing Even though it was not lacing up
the cleats for Sunday showdown
Chris was very content with his roll as
an Associate Producer for the
Philadelphia Eagles Television
Network
had the opportunity that most college
students dont normally get Chris explained
was able to work for the NFL producing four
Emmy Award winning television shows The
Donovan McNabb Shiv The Andy Reid Show
Inside 1h Eagles and The Sunday Wrap
During the preseason regular season and play
ffs Chris learned how to produce show in
way that isnt taught in any college textbooks
As an Associate Producer his job was to assist
the Executive Producer in all dimensions by
running caniera audio lighting and editing
His prior experience in television was the key to
landing hun such great opportunity hut he
knew that he still had plenty to learn Chris
Northvale NL Leica Camera inc an
international arnera manu facturer and
influencing the art of photography since the
800s is proud to offer the Leica CarneralJim
Marshall Photo Scholarship The Scholarship
wil encourage young photographers to actively
pursue excellence in photography as well as pro
viding the winner with new Leica M6TTL with
35rnni f/2 aspheric Leica lens and cash prize
of $25O Sponsored by Leica Camera and the
worldrenowned photographer Jim Marshall it
is specifically designed to aid future professional
photographers The extended deadline for all
entries is May 15 2001
The schoarship is available to juniors
and seniors in college with either major or
minor in photography jury consisting of
Marshall and four additional judges will review
Many people who think they may have
what it takes to be the write thing be writer
that is will enter this years Writers of the
Future Contest now celebrating over 17 years of
helping new writers
The contest was founded by Ron
Hubbard shortly after the release of his besrt
selling science fiction novel Battlefield Earth
An acclaimed writer for over 50 years Hubbard
gave freely and generously of his time and
energy to help other become better and more
productive writers
Winners of the Writers of the Future
Contest judged by such luminaries as Orson
Scott Card Anne McCaffrey Rohet Silverberg
Frederik Pohi win cash prizes superb trophies
week-long writers workshop and publication
in the Ron Hubbard Presents Wrilers of the
explained that Everyday would learn some
thing new that didnt know before and think
that just shows how much we can move
forward Chris was under the guidance of the
NFLs best producer and would learn in way
not many people are able to experience The
working environment was great and we all did
equal amounts of work which you cant say
about every job There is enough respect
be.tween alI of us beciuse of our taien.ts that no
one pe.rson has .iflte au.thority ver
anot.her
.vv hen Ch ris firt a.rtc he
sis e.xcited to ork vith suh
farn.ous players ni.l coach.es hut he wa.s
forced to learn quickly how to act in
professional manner while on the job
learned that the NFL is just like any
other business needed to act in pro
lessional way in order to he respected
Along with all the fun and exciting
aspects of the job like traveling and
meeting famous people Chris had to
deal with the long hours while also keeping up
the grades during his senior year of college The
business is so fast pace that things need to get
done and done right so it was important to
always be on top of your game in order for the
shows to be ready to air when scheduled
Although Chris loved his job during
this past season he is not sure if his plans for the
future will include the Eagles Only handful of
teams right now have their own in house produc
tiOli crews as part of their staff hut nearly all the
teams want them so he has many options Not
sure were he may be by the start of the 2001
season Chris loes know that he still wants to he
doing
what lie enjoys producing for the NFL
all entries on primary strengths in aesthetics and
the impact of the images
Mashall has become known for his
ability to capture candid and revealing shots of
sonic of the worlds most famous musicians
Throughout his career he was one of the chief
photographers at the Monterey PopFestival the
original Woodstock in 969 and was the only
photographer granted backstage access at the
Beatles last concert He is honored to present
this scholarship to deserving photography
student to continue their education in the field
For consideration students must
submit portfolio of their best photographic
work For further information and official
scholarship entry forms please contact Rashida
Jones of Leica Camera at 201 7677500 ext
219 or via email at rjleicausaaolconi
Future Anthology as well as the promise of crirt
ical recognition in the genres of science fiction
and fantasy
As author and contest judge Tim
Powers says From cutting edge high tech to
evocative fantasy this books got it all its lots
of fun and love the chance to see what
tomorrows stars are doing today
Hundreds of contestants have
continues with nowsuccessful careers At last
count there have been more than 250 novels
including New York Times bestsellers and over
2000 short stories have been published by
contestants Some have gone on to publish in
such genres as mystery and romance to write
for TV and motion pictures and become editors
Write Contd on Page
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Manor Contd from Page
cial sticker on their parking
permits 10 show that they have
access to the Manor lot
Twentyone apartments
will he furnished and available
hut only 16 of these will he for
undergrad uates The remaining
five will house graduate students
Ten of the 21 are onehedroom
apartmcnts which will house two
people each the rest ave two
hedroom and can hold th cc to
ibur students e.r apartment The
require is th.at a.H residents
to one apartment must he of the
same gen der Rates for
apartment dwel ers are as
follows $2600 jer person br
two people sharing one bedroom
and $3035 per occupant for one
person in bedroom These costs
are per semester
Students wanting to
reside within the Manor must
have cumulative 2.5 grade
point average and be junior or
senior this coming Fall semester
No student who is currently on
disciplinary probation may select
an apartment at the upcoming
room lottery Larry also
remarked that any apartment res
ident who is placed on
disciplinary probation while
living at the Manor could he
asked to leave the apartments
All apartment dwellers must he
sure that their apartments retain
full occupancy throughout the
year lest they lose the apartment
and are placed in the residence
halls on campus..
Julie Strange
Assistant to the Editor
Somewhere in time society
lost its mind We decided that how
person looked was more important
than who that person was cant tell
you when and where we went askew
hut am taking stand to try to put
the world hack on the path to sanity
Take Note
am not going to preach to
you on how you shouldnt be statis
tic and then blurt out few thousand
of those meaningless numbers
because you can go down to the
Weliness Center in the basement of
Heinz and read the posters on the wall
and talk to the staff You can read for
Cesear Contd from Page
Darawing parallels between Ancient
Rome and the Modern World he notes
that The Roman Empire attempted
to give common culture to large
portion of the ancient world Later
when the Empire was taken over by
Christianity and became the Holy
Roman Empire the common culture
changed but the attempt to leave the
Roman ways continued In the 21st
century the common culture is the
world Our approach in this
production is to superimpose the new
Digital Empire and the ancient
Rome
Just as much as the audiences
Julie Strange
Assistant to the Editor
You pass it everyday
maybe you have even had the
opportunity to live in it Im talk
ing about the Castle and if you
have ever wondered about the
history behind it the styles that
inspired it and some of the
supernatural goingson there
wonder fl more
In 88 th.irty one year
old \Vil ham Welsh Harrison
b.ught the Rosed ie IHaii estate
from Th.omas Aude.nreid .By
.1 89 Harris fl d.e.cided to
enlarge the main house and huild
gatehouse and more
appropriate stables for his horses
and carriages Horace
Trumhauer years old was to
help Harrison with the project
Trurnhauer completed his work
in 1892 You can find stones
marking the date on the stables
and gatehouse
In January 1893 fire
destroyed the main house
While the Harrison family
moved into house in Glenside
Hariison called upon Trumhauer
to build him new house on the
site of the old Rosedale Hall By
March of the same year
Trumhauer had finished his
plans for structure based on the
Ainwick Castle the medieval
seat of the Dukes of
Northumberland in England By
the end of the year work was
well underway Grey stone was
being brought in from Chestnut
Hill while Indiana limestone
yourself about how Lillian Russell
who was famous for her beauty in
the 19th century would be
considered very overweight by
todays standards You can read for
yourself about how dieting is
common among American chiL
dren including third graders You
can read for yourself about how 34
percent of high school girls and 22
percent of high school boys believe
that they are overweight when in
fact they are not You can read the
astounding facts for yourself So
Im not going to tell you
Alright so maybe some
numbers arent meaningless
There are three billion women who
do not look like supermodels and
enjoyed performing in it This pro
duction gave the actors chance to
stretch and test their acting abilities
Actress Mariah Robinson who
played the role of Marc Anthony says
that she feels truly privileged to he
able to play this part since in the
theatre world outside of Beaver
College the role will most likely
always be cast as man
Juan Pacheco who played
Brutus described the complexity of
Shakespeares characters Brutus
attitude toward the murder of Caesar
changes quite rapidly throughout the
play found it to be pleasant chal
served as the exterior trim
around the doors For the
inside the finest local
craftsmen were being called in
for the vast amount of wood
work
The decor expressed
an eclectic selection of French
styles ranging from the
Renaissance through to Louis
xv The design in the Great
Hall was influenced by the
French Renaissance chateaux
Chamhord in the Loire Valley
which was built in the early
6th century br Francis The
two mantles that are made of
Caen Stone are inspired by
huge Renaissance mantle in the
Salle des Gardes of the Francis
wing in the Chateaux of Blois
The royal emblems have been
replaced by fleuodedis while
the central escutcheon holds the
coat of arnis of Harrisons
father
If you would like to
learn more about the architec
ture and design of the castle
stop by the main desk inside the
Great Hall and pick up the
pamphlet that comes complete
with pictures
Harrison now owned
only eight who do If thats the case
why are there so many women who
try their hardest to live up to this
ahienideal that they swear is an
attainable goal
The media pushes it And
we follow Plump women were once
the norm in America and men used
to he sane and idolize them as they
were symbols of vitality and
prosperity But the general
population is one of sheep and trend
followers and people wanting to fit
in by size shape color and pattern
when in the late l890s magazines
began to advertise diet remedies and
Image Contd on Page
feelings to the audience
The Little Theatres final
production of the year Talking
With.. is series of monologues
The show will feature two faculty
members Jennifer Christensen and
Clista Townsend the first show in
10 years to do so Talking With..
appeals to many different types of
audiences due to the diversity of its
characters and promises to he an
appropriate closing to the 2000..200l
academic year Talking With
opened on April 15th
It is said that pres
ence can be felt if you run up
the stairs too quickly The
presence is said to be that of the
little girl who accidentally
strangled herself when her scarf
got caught on the banister as
she ran down the staircase
It is said that you can
see an image of the long-dead
FIarr isons d.ancing together in
the Room But fhey are
only seen when you are dane-
ing there ith ur true
.iove Talk about insight to
love life
Another tale is
centered in the Red Room
which is said to he painted red
to hide the blood that constant
ly seeps through the walls
because of all the stahhings
said to have taken place there
In 998 article for
the Philadelphia Inquirer Patti
Shea who used to he an
Resident Assistant in the castle
was quoted as saying used to
have people come screaming
into my room They would
wake up from nap see man
sitting in chair and then look
again and hed he gone With
its turrets gargoyles nooks and
crannies the castle has plenty
of dark-and-story-night materi
al lurking in every corner
It does have certain
mood to it think its niysteri
omis and exciting And even if
you do not believe in the super
natural it is awesome to he able








For those of OU who are involved in the
Student Programming Board SlB you may have
heard about NACA conferences And for those of you
who have not am here to tell you about the
excitement and fun had this past month
On February 23 along with Kristen
Bendon the director of student activities and Steph
Kozo the president of SPB boarded plane and
headed down south to Nashville TN We arrived at
our destination the Opryland Hotel later that Friday
evening As for our mission we were there to bring
hack events and ideas for semesters to come
NACA stands tom the National Association
for Campus Activities Students from across the
United States and evcn Puerto Rico attend the confer-
ence so that they too can bring exciting new events to
their campuses and so we can all learn and gain ideas
from one another about programming thr our individ
ual campuses
For five days we spent our time generally
83Oam-midnight in education sessions generating
ideas about programming learning about ourselves
listening to musicians lecturers and comedians per-
fonn and talking to agents to get more information and
hook events for Fall 200
We returned late Wednesday night with the
hope that we can dazzle you all with our ideas and
events fbr next year With the help of an extraordinary
hoard and dedicated general members we plan on
bringing you year lacked with the best events yet
hope that everyone on this campus attends at least one
event this semester so that we can hear from you and
continue to satisfy the student population by bringing
to the campus what you want to see
For those of you who are not yet involved
and would like to contribute to your campus by
bringing bands comedians movies and special
events check your mailboxes for information regard
ing our next general meeting and come help us make
next year our best year ever
Grey Towers Castle History
one of Americas great castles
which with its 40 rooms was
also one of the largest homes in
the country So much attention
was attracted to the architecture
that Horace Trumbaiter was
launched into highly successful
career
Alnwick Castle
Harrison died in 1927
and in 1929 Beaver College
thc.n located in Jenkintowr
whe.n The Tower was k.nown as
the .Beaver Ne.ws purc.hased
Grey Tosvers from his widow and
sor.t for $712 500 That r.mount
would he ap.proxmmately
$717500 today For ny
years classes were held both in
Jenk.intown as well as th ne.w
Glenside location In 1962




the Grey Towers property
Grey TOwers Castle was
acknowledged as National
Historic Landmark in October
1985
If you want to know
about sonic of the otherworldly
weirdness of the castle read on
There are many stories that float
around the castle Many pres
ences other than those of the
people who live and work there
are said to float around as well
Societys Body Image Problem
Or How You Should Love Your Body
enjoyed watching Caesar the actors lenge to convey Brutus changing
rubber girdles to reduce the look of full
figures we jumped on the band wagon
and followed along Now the ideal is
skinny women with big breasts and
muscular guys with six-pack abs and
again we jumped on and followed
Model agent Eileen Ford is
quoted as saying Models do not have
negative impact on women They
have positive impact because they set
standards Women are going to look
like themselves hut they will look like
their best selves because models et
standards When you look your best
and feel your best theres an aura
around you of self-confidence and self-
assurance Models do that to women
Have you completely lost
your brain woman Have you not seen
people all over the place opening up
magazines immediately comparing
themselves to the unattainable images
they see before them Have you not
heard the people say If could only
lose pounds would be happy Have
you not seen the toll of eating disorders
on the rise as people try their hardest to
live up to these standards Eileen if
you honestly think that models have
positive effect on women rather than
the negative one they actually have
you need to get your head examined
will not sit here and tell you
that do not care about what look like
because do Its natural to care about
At first glance the statistics
relating to alcohol and drug abuse by
women seem comforting Males are
almost three times more likely than
females to be alcohol abusers or alcohol
dependent and the male-to-female ratio
for dependence on illicit drugs is even
greater 4.9 to 1.3 percent But when
we translate these percentages to
numbers we realize that million sof
women have substance abuse problems
The good news is that women
with addictions are getting help In
1935 in the beginning days of
Alcoholics Anonymous few believed
that women could even become
chemically dependent The bad news is
that although more women are receiving
treatment for their substance abuse
about 25 percent of clients in tra
ditional treatment centers are women
the same barriers that kept women from
getting help in the past still exist today
Many women lack the
personal funds or health insurance to
pay for treatment Many lack childcare
options and fear that their children will
be taken from them is they seek public
assistance to help them get sober For
some transportation and job security
are issues For others the same shame
and fear of reprisal that kept women
silent about their addictions 65 years
ago keeps them silent today
To this list Sharon Amatetti
public health analyst at the U.S
Department of Health and Human
Services Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration adds
the real problem of the lack of
community treatment resources
available She reports that many
advocacy organizations have come
together to address this concern by
introducing legislation that will increase
shower every morning brush my long
mane no matter how much of hassle it is
and get dressed in something that makes me
feel good and that Im comfortable in
believe that when you feel good your
confidence and happiness shines through
and you look good It may just be me but
even if look good if Im not comfortable
dont feel good or think look good Its all
about comfort with me
At the same time will not sit here
and lead you to believe that do not on
occasion freak out about what am going to
wear or complain to no end to my
roommate on how cant seem to do
anything about my hair because do And it
is only natural But trying to conform to an
unrealistic ideal is not healthy
Have you ever found yourself
saying would love myself if lost five
pinds What happened to make people
think that they can only be happy if they are
thin or beautiful or fit into that mold that
honestly think is not as beautiful as people
make it out to be In my mind you are only
beautiful if you are the best you you can be
whether that be naturally thin full figured or
somewhere in between Isnt happiness
when you feel good about yourself If you
got on an exam you thought you failed
When the girl/guy youre crushing on
smiles at you when you pass them in the
Chat Isnt happiness when you feel good
become and not what you look like Sure
services for families with alcohol and drug
problems
The fact sheet that supports the
Child Protection/Alcohol and Drug part
nership Act 2435/H.R 5081 notes the
shortage of all types of publicly funded sub
stance abuse treatment opportunities for
those in need especially for women It also
recognizes that over two-thirds of the
parents involved in the child welfare system
need substance abuse treatment but that
agencies currently can provide treatment
services for less than one-third of those in
need The legislation is intended to expand
both prevention and treatment services for
parents so children can be kept safe and
families can remain intact
Some of the more progressive
treatment centers provide on-premises
childcare for mothers recognizing that
these women may be more receptive to
treatment if they dont have to worry about
their children while they recover Research
shows that women also receive the most
benefit from treatment programs that
provide comprehensive services for meeting
other basic needs such as nutrition
transportation job counseling and medical
care
The need for such support does not
magically subside after several weeks in
treatment because many of the barriers that
keep women from getting help still exist as
they re0enter society after treatment Its
easy for women to skip into more of
survival mode than recovery mode after
treatment said Sandy Kleven supervisor
of the Hazelden Women and Childrens
Recovery Commmunity in ew Brighton
Minn They need to get roof over their
heads so they can begin to reintegrate into
society by practicing the Twelve Steps as
way of living
The Hazelden Women and
little taller and have little more
confidence but basing your entire
self-image on what you look like isnt
healthy mentally emotionally or
physically
Body image is no longer
exclusively female problem In fact now
10% of men have eating disorders Chris
Godsey in an article Ofl www.adiosbar
bie.com writes Im bothered by my
occasional inability to see Mens Health
magazine or any Soloflex commercial
without honestly believing that unless
have three percent body fat hairless
torso and washboard abs Im sorry
human being My self-esteem too often
depends on how see my body and my
body image is increasingly affected by
continuous arbitrary onslaught of images
and messages that dictate the rights and
wrongs of physical appearance He says
he has buddies manly men who would
punch him for saying Brad Pitt is
beautiful man but get real touchy about
what their asses look like in pair of
jeans know dudes who wont eat
anything thats not low-fat non-fat or
otherwise tasteless because they need to
lose couple pounds Just the existence
of magazines like FLEX and Mens
Fitness proves that men provide viable
market for folks looking to make money
by exploiting bulishit ideas of perfec
believe that you should feel at
home in your body comfortable and proud
April is Alcohol Awareness
month It is good to set aside
specific time each year to focus atten
tion on the dangers of alcohol use and
abuse especially underage drinking
Yet isnt it tragic that alcohol abuse is
so widespread that the issue has
warranted its own month since
1987 when the National Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
first sponsored the event
We hear lot about kids and
illicit drugs but it is alcohol that
remains the No drug problem for
young people glance at the
NCADDs fact sheet reveals some
alarming statistics
About 10.4 million Americans
between the ages of 10-12 had at least
one drink last month of these 6.8
million were binge drinkers
consuming five or more drinks in
row on single occasion
including 2.1 million heavy drinkers
consuming five or more drinks on the
same occasion on at least five different
days
80 percent of high school seniors
have used alcohol
Approximately two-thirds of
teenagers who drink report that they
can buy their own alcoholic beverages
The total cost of alcohol use by
youth- including traffic crashes
violent crime burns drowning
suicide attempts fetal alcohol syn
drome alcohol poisonings and treat
ment- is more than $58 billion
Use of alcohol or other drugs at an
early age is an indication of future
25 April 2001
no matter what you look like Bodies
come in all sizes and shapes Not one type
is more beautiful than another believe
that healthy body and healthy mind is
the sign of beautiful human being not
big breasts flat abs or tiny waist
think India Arie put it best in her song
Video Im not the average girl from your
video and aint built like supermodel
but leam to love myself unconditionally
because am queen
Getting away from the media
bombarding you with these unrealistic
images and boosting your self-image is
not an easy task hut here are some web
sites you might want to check out if you
are fed up with the you have to be this
way or you wont be accepted part of
society Most of the sites deal with
physical self-image but others continue
on and deal with the whole beings image








Or just search body image on
www.ask.com or www.yahoo.com
Also do not forget to use the
resources that are available to you in the
Wellness Center or contact me via
campus mail or the Tower email have
wealth of ideas and thoughts that might
prove useful to you
alcohol or drug problems
In 1998 the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism completed
seven-year study that found that young
people who begin drinking before the age
of 15 are four times more likely to
develop alcoholism and twice as likely to
develop alcohol abuse maladaptive
drinking pattem that repeatedly causes life
problems than those who began drinking
after
age
21 In other words the longer
person can put off drinking the better
The picture gets worse When we
dig deeper beneath the overall statistics to
look more closely at alcohol usage rates
and patterns among youth we find
First use of alcohol typically begins
around the age of 13
Approximately eight percent of the
nations 8th graders 24 percent of 10th
graders and 32 percent of 12th graders
have been drunk during the last month
40 percent of college students have
hinged on alcohol during the past two
weeks
Alcohol abuse can have
life-threatening life-altering and life-
ending consequences
Young people who drink regularly or
who binge drink are likely to drive while
intoxicated and intoxicated drivers under
the age of 25 are more likely than those 25
or older to be involved in fatal crash
clear relationship exists between
alcohol use and grade-point average
among ollege students students with
GPAs of or drink three times as much
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your presentation to the world Thats why when you think you look good you stand
about what you have done and who you are tion
or about the possibilities of who you can
Women Face Barriersto
Addiction Treatment
Underage Drinking is Focus of
Alcohol Awareness Month
Women Contd on Page
The Tower25 April 2001
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have been as happy as clam where ever
did that phrase come from so go every
week and talk about all the awesome
things going on right now Most recently
meeting my pen pal of eight years for the
first time while on the London Preview
My main point is that we all have
to take time our of our busy schedules for
ourselves even if all you can spare is five
minutes Finals are almost here and with
the year just about over most of our stress
levels are going to be pretty high soon if
they arent already So now especially is
good time to make time for yourself to de
stress forget about your troubles for
while and just be Go visit the Counseling
Center in the basement of Heinz or call
for an appointment at x2966 Go take
walk or go for run Dance Sing Go play
ball Listen to music Read Watch movie
by yourself or go out to movie with
friends Sit down breathe deep and as
Peter Pans lost boys would say Think
happy thawts Think of nothing even
Breathing is the best thing
for me to do
when have no time and need to de
stress and slow-down Stop what you are
doing empty your thoughts inhale for
count of seven hold for count of four
and exhale for eight promise you will
feel better even if just little
wish everyone stress-free
finals week and fabulous balance-hunt
ing summer Seniors- Good Luck and Ill
see the rest of you next year
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as those who earn As
32 percent of youth under 18 in
long-term state-operated juvenile
institutions in 1987 were under the
influence of alcohol at the time of the
arrest
Among sexually active teens those
who average five or more drinks daily
were nearly three times less likely to use
condoms thus placing them at greater
risk for HIV infection
Researchers estimate that alcohol use
is implicated in one-third to two-thirds
of sexual assault and date rape cases
among teens and college students
It isnt easy
for kids to say
no but parents can
make difference
30 percent of children in grades four
through six reports that they have
received lot of pressure from their
classmates to drink beer
Teenagers whose parents talk to them
regularly about the dangers of drugs are
42
percent less likely to use drugs
than
those whose parents dont yet only one
out of four teens report having these
conversations
Unless we work diligently to
change the current reality we need an
Alcohol Awareness Month For more
information on Alcohol Awareness
Month and underage drinking visit
NCADDs Web site at www.ncass.org
Alive free isa chemical health column pro
vided by Hazelden nonprofit agency based
in Center City Minn that offers wide
range of information and services relating to
addiction and recovery For more resources
on substance abuse call Hazelden at 1-888-
535-9485 or check its Web site at
www hazelden org
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and critics
Dave Wolverton former Grand
Prize winner later became judge for the
contest and is now New York Times best
selling author with his novels Star Wars
The Courtship of Princess Leia and Very
Strange Trip novel he wrote based on
screenplay by Ron Hubbard
This years Ron Hubbard
Awards ceremony will be celebrated in
Hollywood CA You can find out more
about the contest by writing to The Ron
Hubbard Writers of the Future Contest Box
1630 Los Angeles CA 90078
And to gain taste of the contest
and get great writing advice from essays
contained in each book pick up one of the
volumes from the Ron Hubbard Presents
Writers of the Future anthology
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Childrens Recovery Community consists
of cluster of apartment units where
women who have been drug-free and sober
for several months can live with their
children in safe supportive environment
The women receive support services that
help enhance their recoveries and help them
learn the skills needed to achieve family
financial and career goals Many services
and activities are provided for children
Women residents receive continuing care
support such as Twelve Step group and
other individual and group meetings They
also support each other by sharing rides
childcare friendship and sobriety
To find out more about the Women
and Childrens Recovery Community call
1-800-257-7810 To learn more about the
Child Protection /Alcohol and Drug
Partnership Act visit the Child Welfare
League of Americas Web site at
www.cwla.org and click on advocacy
The troth is httle ot your
here can make htehore ot
dittereocu Because kids with something to do are less
hkely to do dr ago You can help For more rotormatiorr 00
drug preoeotioo programo irr your corororurrity call or viod
877 KIDS 313
www.youcanhelpkids.org
ice of Nationat Drug Controt Potter
NAPSFor trip back in
time many travelers say great
place to start is the Pocono moun
tains of Pennsylvania
In the early 1800s Honesdale
PA was the center of the coal
industry in the area gravity
railroad was constructed to trans
port coal from the Lackawanna
Valley over the mountains and
into the small-but-growing town
where it was transferred to canal
barge
In 1828 young engineer
Horatio Allen went to England to
commission locomotive In 1829
he floated back up the canal with
what was to become known as the
Stourbridge Lion It was the first
locomotive to travel on tracks in
the United States making
Honesdale the birthplace of the
American railroad
Today you can still ride those
historic rails behind 1949 BL-2
diesel locomotive the only one of
the 54 manufactured still operat
ing Five vintage cars follow as
the train meanders along the
shimmering Lackawaxen River
The Stourbridge Line Rail
Excursion is now in its 21st year
of operation and features Easter
Halloween Christmas and
Winterfest rides Train Robbery
Runs complete with masked rob
bers depart on Sundays in sum
mer Other summertime specialty
runs include Bavarian Festival
and Dinner Theater and Rail and
Raft Autumn means Fall Foliage
tours
Each ride hugs the riverbank
and affords views of the Poconos
that can only be seen by riders on
the Line An accordion-playing
engineer and two talented fid
dlers help keep things lively
For more information or to make
the required reservations call the
Wayne County Chamber of Commerce
at 800-433-9008 or log onto www
stourbridgerail.com To learn more
about the Pocono Mountains call 1-
800-POCONOS 1-800-762-6667 or
else see 800poconos.com Pennsyl
vania Memories Last Lifetime
rnn
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
www.smokeybear.com
-I
Historic Railroad Stays On Track
Alive free is chemical health column provid
ed by Hazelden nonprofit agency based in
Center City Minn that offers wide range of
information and services relating to addiction
and recovery For more resources on substance
abuse call Hazelden at 1-888-535-9485 or
check its Web site at www.hazelden.org
Visitors to the birthplace of
the American railroad say they
can feel the history in the airor
maybe its just the wind as the
50-year-old-engine passes
how can you


















This month is highlighted by your ability to spend your
time and let things unfold naturally Try to
sit down and
decide what your priorities
are before you disappoint
someone you care about Uncertainties
at home should not
be cause for alarm If youve taken on too much lately
youll find yourself getting overwhelmed Someone you
know may be twisting your words around Dont overspend
on entertainment or luxury items Difficulties
with older
individuals will make you angry Make time for activities
that you have fallen
behind on
Taurus
Social activities during the month will be stimulating
You
will meet someone who interests you You will feel
like
getting away if tension escalates
around your home You
are better off doing things with friends
than with family
they will give advice
if you open up
about your concerns
Try to get out because
this month will bring you in contact
with interesting and intriguing new people Be frugal so
you dont break your budget
Be willing to make cutbacks
Clear up that overdue correspondence
Gemini
This month will show your ability to handle money mat
ters Promote your
ideas and dont be afraid to talk to your
boss about your career
direction Do not get pushed into
doing things that you dont have
time for Pass the time
doing things that will be entertaining
but not cost an arm
and leg Social activities
with friends and relatives will be
most successful Your energy is high
and you are geared up
to get ahead at
work It is best not to be tempted to take part
in joint financial ventures
Cancer
Take control of your emotions voice your complaints
instead of letting your hostility grow
inside You need
break Love connections can be made through friends Be
open and receptive
to advances being made You will have
greater concern with
financial matters Dont let your mood




Be prepared to make per
sonal changes if its required
You really need your peace and
quiet
Leo
This could be month of some contrast One moment things
seem ok but the next they are turned around creating con
fusion and uncertainty Others may see some of your state
ments as idealistic perceptions that are impractical Certain
individuals are prone to manipulation
and it induces
greater self-deception
either by yourself or others
Virgo
Conflicts can develop which you may not be able to handle
It may be that you tend to escape in daydreams
and feel like
you need to numb yourself Dont look to anything to hide
from your feelings




Generally one can say that your present perspective
tends to
exclude others If that is true you should
withdraw this
month and devote yourself to studying or some type of
alter
native science which serves to provide insights into
oneself
Grant your body day of rest
Scorpio
At this point your
will and life energy will meet up with your
emotional world and you will
find out to what extent your
ambitions are in tune with your feelings
You will have few
days to check out your
subliminal emotional level But never
fear this is not anything Earth shattering
Sagittarius
This month you take things as they
come You may as well
relax and enjoy yourself Someone you meet while traveling
will intrigue you Regardless of how far this connection
goes it will be well worth your
time and effort Dont be
talked into spending too much on entertainment or dubious
get-rich-quick schemes It is better to give your
time not
your cash when dealing with
children or friends Financial




Dont let anyone take advantage of you
ask point blank
where you stand Enjoy yourself
all work and no play isnt
good for anyone You need to be
careful not to take on too
many responsibilities Your
lover will be uncertain about
your relationship Try
to understand You may want to give
him or her more space until the uncertainty is resolved
You
will have regrets if you allow dispute
to get out of hand
Aquarius
Believe in yourself and so will others
Dont get depressed
get moving Join groups that will promote new friendships
Romantic opportunities are plentiful pick wisely
or you
may end up with the wrong mate Do little redecorating
Its time to make changes to eliminate the things that make
you sad
Pisces
Spread your joy get out
with that special person in your
life
You need to spend time enjoying the finer things
in life
Your creative talent needs an outlet Music dancing or
maybe even some writing would help satisfy your
artistic
desires Words of love will be dancing around in your head
Dont believe everything you hear go to the source
and find
out whats really going on Social activities will be fun but
you must not be overindulgent
or too flirtatious
Spadt Phillips PJ by Malt Kowaiski
CHAOS byBnanshuster CHAOS by Brian Shuster
The Amputation Diet Plan
You mean no one brought rope again Its
good thing for us carry this stapler
As she gazed into the mirror Sally realized that the kids
at school werent teasing. she was indeed cow
